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Abstract
In this paper we discuss the problem of internalizing the meta-level transformations
between (representations of) incomplete proofs and terms in a theorem prover based
on Type Theory. These transformations (usually referred to as tactics) can be
seen as meta-level functions between terms representing the state of the theorem
prover. Starting with parameterized variables as representations of unknown terms,
we propose an extension of the Pure Type Systems (PTSs) with parameterized
abstractions. We show that such a system can adequately represent instances of
tactics, i.e. the mapping between a state and the state resulting from it by the
application of a given tactic.
We establish the important meta-theoretical properties of the extended system
such as conuence, subject reduction, normalization, etc.
1 Introduction
Ever since the ground-breaking work of de Bruijn on AUTOMATH [5] there
has been intensive work on mechanical tools to formalize and check mathe-
matical theories using Type Theory. In interactive theorem provers based on
Type Theory one tries to construct interactively a term inhabiting a given
type. Under the formulas-as-types interpretation, such a term would be an
encoding of a proof of the proposition encoded by the type. Because of the
undecidability of the inhabitation problem (for interesting enough systems)
one has to construct the proof-terms interactively and is hence forced to work
with partially constructed objects. This raises many questions about the rep-
resentation and manipulation of incomplete objects in type theory and logic.
Most of the research eort in the area of open terms has been dedicated to the
representation problem while the formalization of manipulations of incomplete
objects has stayed on the meta-level on the background.
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The formalization of incomplete terms and proofs allows us to treat un-
knowns and incomplete terms containing unknowns as rst-class objects and
therefore to model inside a calculus the incomplete objects that one works
with in a theorem prover. We are able to represent the states of a theorem
prover by open terms. The manipulations of the incomplete objects however
are done on the meta-level. This means that we have no formalization of the
transition between the states of the prover. It is clear that to give full for-
malization of the process of interactive term construction one also needs to
have representation of the transitions between the states. In many systems
these transitions are called tactics and they may be of signicant complexity.
Some systems use full-blown programming languages (e.g. ML) as a tactic lan-
guage. This is not surprising as tactics often involve pattern matching and/or
unication, recursion, backtracking, complex decision and search procedures,
failure handling etc. All this however happens at the meta-level outside the
object calculus that we work with. In this paper we make a rst step to-
wards internalizing some meta-level transformations by providing a calculus
that allows us to represent states as terms and transitions between them as
functional terms. We do that by extending a calculus of open terms with
abstractions over unknowns and function types over them. On a more tech-
nical side, this means that we start with a representation of unknowns by
parameterized variables (e.g. x[], where  is a list of variable declarations)
in a Pure Type System (PTS) and allow abstractions over them. This lead
us to a calculus with parameterized  abstractions (e.g. x[]:A:M) and
 abstractions (e.g. x[]:A:M). The resulting calculus is not powerful
enough to describe arbitrary tactics because it lack essential mechanisms for
doing that (e.g. unication and recursion), but it is capable of describing tac-
tic instances, i.e. mappings between individual states arising from a specic
applications of tactics.
The paper is organized as follows: in Section 2 we give a brief description
of the representation of unknowns by (hereditarily) parameterized variables
and by means of examples we describe the problems and the solutions that
we propose to address them. After discussing related work in Section 2.3, we
introduce our extension of PTSs in Section 3 where we dene the syntax, the
reduction rules and the typing system. We establish some meta-properties of
the system like conuence, subject reduction and normalization. We conclude
with a discussion on future work in Section 4.
2 Motivation and Related Work
2.1 Representing Unknowns in Open Terms by Parameterized Variables
Throughout this paper we model unknowns that appear in terms by param-
eterized variables that we also call meta-variables. This is of course only one
of the many possibilities that have been studied (see Section 2.3), but we
choose this approach because it is well-suited for representing incomplete log-
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ical derivations and terms (see [7,8]). In this section we will briey point to
the main issues concerning this representation and introduce notation that we
will use later.
Meta-variables stem from the use of higher-order variables to represent
unknown terms in unication algorithms by Miller [13]. Indeed, a parame-
terized variable can be seen as a higher-order function of its arguments. We
need the arguments in order to record substitutions carried out in a term as a
result of -reduction. If we would like to model a function of an argument x
of type A with unknown body, we can introduce a meta-variable h[x:A] with
a parameter of type A representing the unknown body and the function is
then given by the term x:A:h[x]. We can apply this function to arguments
(x:A:h[x])b and even compute the result of the beta-reduction: h[b]. We see
that the parameters help us 'remember' that the unknown represented by h
was subject to a substitution. This is very important because we would like
to be able to instantiate h at any time and always get the same result. So,
if we instantiate h[x:A] by x before the beta-reduction we get (x:A:x)b that
reduces to b and if we instantiate it in h[b] we get b again. In other words,
parameters make instantiation and reduction commute.
Commutation of instantiation and reduction is obtained also in the other
systems of open terms known in the literature, but parameters have an advan-
tage when one looks at the logical side of the problem. As discussed in Jojgov
[8], in incomplete logical terms and proofs there are two kinds of abstractions
{ one is the object-level abstraction and the other one is the meta-level de-
pendency of unknown objects on the variables that occur free in them. These
dependencies need to be kept separate in order to get a faithful extension of
the formulas-as-types embedding of logic in type theory to incomplete proofs
and terms. To illustrate this, consider the following incomplete derivations
and their translations to type theory judgments where meta-variables are rep-
resented by higher-order function variables:
?
A! B
[A]
i
?
B
i
A! B
[A]
i
?
A! B
B
i
A! B
(a) (b) (c)
f
a
: A! B ` f
a
: A! B
f
b
: A! B ` x:A: (f
b
x) : A! B
f
c
: A! B ` x:A: (f
c
x) : A! B
The '?'-symbols here represent missing part of the proof with conclusion the
formula given below and assumptions given above the symbol. We notice sev-
eral things: rst, looking at the representation of the unknowns in the typing
judgment we cannot distinguish between the three because they are all repre-
sented by a variable of type A! B. This denies us the opportunity to track
the progress being made towards solving the unknown. Second, we notice that
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the derivations (b) and (c), although very dierent from a logical viewpoint
(they have dierent sets of possible completions to nished derivations), have
identical translations. We can track the problem down to the identication in
the typing judgment of the object- and meta-level abstractions present in the
logical system.
Parameters help us distinguish between the representations of the two
levels of abstraction. The meta-dependencies are recorded as parameters.
This approach has also the advantage that it avoids the need to extend the
object-level function space to accommodate the meta-level dependencies. The
above examples translated to a system where unknowns are represented by
parameterized meta-variables look like this:
m
a
[ ] : A! B ` m
a
[ ] : A! B
m
b
[x : A] : B ` p:A:m
b
[p] : A! B
m
c
[ ] : A! B ` x:A:(m
c
[ ] x) : A! B
A further discussion on the possible forms of incompleteness in logical
proofs and terms yields terms containing bound variables whose object-level
binders have not (yet) been constructed. Such terms occur naturally in the
setting of forward proof constructions that correspond to the building of a
proof term from the leaves to the root. We can view such incomplete terms as
unknown terms that have known subterms. As unknowns are represented by
meta-variables, the known subterms can be given as arguments to the meta-
variables. To account for the binding of the variables in the subterms, we need
to give meta-level binding power to the meta-variables. Then a typical meta-
variable instance looks like this m[h
1
iM
1
: : : h
n
iM
n
]. Each M
i
represents a
known subterm and the variables declared in 
i
are those that are supposed to
be bound by the yet unconstructed binders. As discussed in [8], to achieve that
we need to use hereditarily parameterized meta-variables, i.e. meta-variables
whose parameters can be parameterized themselves. A logic-based argument
similar to the examples above can be given (see [8]) as to why we need to use
parameters instead of object-level abstractions that may even be unavailable in
the system (e.g. higher-order functions in the framework of rst-order logic).
2.2 Representing States and Tactic Instances as Terms
In the previous section we introduced the parameterized meta-variables as a
mechanism to model incomplete terms. The process of stepwise construction
of a (proof)term can be modelled by a sequence of open terms representing the
incomplete proof at dierent stages. Let us take as an example the following
problem: Assume that A is a type and a, b and c are terms of this type.
Assume that R is a binary relation on A that is transitive and for each x
R(x; b) holds. As a part of a larger proof we would like to prove R(a; c). We
can reduce this goal to the goal of proving R(b; c) using the assumptions we
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have. The initial state of the prover can be depicted as:
thm : (x:A)(R x b)
tr : (x,y,z:A)(R x y)->(R y z)->(R x z)
===========
? : (R a c)
The declarations above the line are the assumptions under which we have to
prove the goal R(a; c). Let us collect them in the context :
 = thm:x:A:Rxb; tr:x; y; z:A:Rxy ! Ryz ! Rxz
We can represent the unknown proof of the goal by a meta-variable m with
parameters  and type Rac. Then the initial state of the prover can be
encoded by the judgment
m[]:Rac ` :m[thm; tr] : Rac
where :M of course means thm: : : : :tr: : : : :M . At this moment we would
like to use the transitivity of R by instantiating x and z by a and c. This
produces three new goals { to nd an instantiation for y in the transitivity,
and to prove the premises corresponding to Rxy and Ryz:
thm : ...
tr : ...
===========
y? : A
thm : ...
tr : ...
y? : A
===========
p? : (R a y?)
thm : ...
tr : ...
y? : A
===========
q? : (R y? c)
How do we encode this new state and how is it related to the previous one? We
introduce a new meta-variable for each new goal and in the place ofm[thm; tr]
we have an application of tr:
y?[]:A;
p?[] : (Ra y?[thm; tr]);
q?[thm; tr] : (Ry?[thm; tr] c);
` :(tr a y?[thm; tr] c p?[thm; tr] q?[thm; tr]) : Rac
Now we would like to use our other assumption, thm, to solve the second goal.
At this point a theorem prover would use unication to match Ra y? to Rx b
and nd out that in order to apply thm, x has to be instantiated by a and y?
has to be b. This results in the following state:
thm : ...
tr : ...
===========
r? : (R b c)
And it can be represented by the judgment
r?[]:(R b c) ` :(tr a b c (thma) r?[thm; tr]) : Ra c
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This does not complete the proof, but if we have a look at the two transitions
between the three states, we notice that there are several steps that we do
on the meta-level that are not part of our representation. We introduce new
meta-variables, we use them to give solutions to (some of) the pre-existing ones
and we propagate these solutions through the representation of the state. All
these are the meta-steps we make at each of the two transitions. The question
arises:
Can we make these meta-transformations explicit by internalizing them in
the calculus?
In this paper we will give aÆrmative answer to this question by extending
our system with abstractions over meta-variables as means to internalize the
dependency of the state on its meta-variables. The corresponding application
operation would play the role of explicit representation of the instantiation
of meta-variables. In this system a state can be encapsulated in a term by
abstracting out all its meta-variables. The transformation steps then become
functions that expect terms of appropriate types matching the types of the
state terms and can also be encoded by -terms.
As an illustration, using the abstractions and applications that we will in-
troduce in Section 3, the rst state can be encoded by m[]:Rac::m[thm; tr]
and its type is m[]:Rac::Rac. The transformation step leading to the
second state can be given by:
S : (m[]:Rac::Rac):
y?[]:A:
p?[] : (Ra y?[thm; tr]):
q?[] : (Ry?[thm; tr] c):
(S hi(tr a y?[thm; tr] c p?[thm; tr]; q?[thm; tr]))
If we apply this transformation term to the state term and normalize, we get
the term
y?[]:A:
p?[] : (Ra y?[thm; tr]):
q?[] : (Ry?[thm; tr] c):
:(tr a y?[thm; tr] c p?[thm; tr] q?[thm; tr])
which is exactly the encoding of the second state.
2.3 Related Work
The work in this paper builds on several ideas already present in the eld
of open terms. The representation of holes by higher-order functions used
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in Miller's work [13] on unication is in the basis of our approach to the
unknowns, but we use it in a modied form because of the need to separate
object- and meta-level level abstractions (see [8] for a discussion on this).
This idea has been employed previously in Luo's PAL
+
logical framework [10]
to avoid extending the object-level function space in order to accommodate
meta-level functions. The handling of the scopes in open terms can be done in
dierent ways, ALF [11] and Munoz [14] employ explicit substitutions similarly
to Strecker's Typelab [16]. The use of parameters makes explicit the idea that
is implicit in Typelab's handling of meta-variables where Strecker has noticed
that it suÆces to use explicit substitutions attached to meta-variables only.
The idea to represent states as terms is introduced in the thesis of McBride
[12] where he presents the OLEG framework of open terms. He uses binders
for meta-variables to represent states, but it diers from our approach in
several aspects. First, the meta-variables that we consider are parameterized.
Instead, in OLEG the position of the binder is used to specify the context in
which the meta-variable should be solved. Second, in our system the binders
for meta-variables occurring in a term have a corresponding binder in the type.
This means that the type of a term with a meta-variable binder may depend
on the meta-variable. This allows us to make functions that expect terms with
meta-variables as arguments. The corresponding application operation allows
such a function to explicitly instantiate meta-variables in its arguments.
Another system that is closely related to our presentation is the [ ]-cube
of Bognar [4]. In that system we have separate binders both for object-level
and meta-level binders, and both of them have a corresponding binder on the
type level. Our system diers from the [ ]-cube in that it allows hereditarily
parameterized variables to be constructed and abstracted over, while in the
cube the parameters cannot be parameterized themselves. In that sense our
system extends the systems of the [ ]-cube.
The present work is a continuation of the previous discussions of open
terms and proofs in higher-order logic by Geuvers and Jojgov [7,8] where the
problem of extending the formulas-as-types embedding to incomplete proofs
and terms has been discussed. There we internalized the notion of unknown in
the calculus, in this paper we extend this formalization to the transformations
of open terms.
We make heavy use of the parameter mechanism of Bloo, Kamareddine,
Laan and Nederpelt [3] who extend earlier work of Poll and Severi [15].
We extend that work by introducing the more general notion of hereditary
parametrization. The author believes that an extension of the C
p
D
p
PTSs
described in that work to PTS with hereditarily parametrization and param-
eterized variables that results in PTS with hereditarily parameterized vari-
ables, constants and denitions (V
h
C
h
D
h
PTSs) could be useful for modelling
of many practical applications. Such an extension would be forthcoming in
the author's thesis.
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3 Pure Type Systems with Hereditarily Parameterized
Variables
In this section we will present an extension of the Pure Type Systems (PTSs)
introduced by Berardi [2] and Terlouw [18] as a generalization of the systems
of Barendregt's -cube (see [1]). We assume that the reader is acquainted
with the background facts about PTSs (see for example [1,6]).
We extend the standard denition of a PTS by adding parametrization
to the - and -abstractions. A parameterized -abstraction m[]:A:M
represents a term that has abstracted out the meta-variable m[] that poten-
tially occurs in M . Such a term would have a parameterized -abstraction
as a type: m[]:A:B. As the use of  suggests, we can apply parameter-
ized -abstractions to arguments and that would act as an explicit notation
for the instantiation operation. Meta-variables however have parameters that
can be used in the term that instantiates them. Therefore, we need to intro-
duce the parameters of a meta-variable into the argument of an application:
(m[x:A]:A:m[z]) hx:Aix. This term represents explicitly the instantiation of
the meta-variable m[x:A] by x in the term m[z] (indeed, we will see that it
-reduces to z as expected). Notice how the extended application M hx:AiN
introduces x in scope for the term N .
3.1 Syntax
Every PTS is given by a tuple S = hS;A;Ri where the elements of S are
called sorts, A  S  S is the set of axioms and R  S  S  S is a set
of triples that restrict the formation of -types (see e.g.[6]). The set of the
pseudo-terms of the extended PTS is given by the following grammar:
T ::= S j x[hiT : : : hiT ] j T hiT j x[]:T :T j x[]:T :T
 ::= " j ; x[]:T
This denition is motivated by the intuitive meaning of the parameterized
abstractions and application introduced above. x[]:A:M and x[]:A:M
introduce the parameterized variable x[] inM where it can be used provided
it is given appropriate arguments. The variables declared in  can be used in
A, but their scope does not extend to M . The term N is in the scope of the
variables in  in an application M hiN . Similarly, in a variable instance
x[h
1
iN
1
: : : h
n
iN
n
], each N
i
is in the scope of the variables in 
i
.
In order to ease the notation, we identify the unparameterized variables
and the variables with empty parameter lists.
On the level of contexts we dene the notion of structural equivalence 
as follows:
"  "
 
1
  
2

1
 
2
 
1
; x
1
[
1
]:A
1
  
2
; x
2
[
2
]:A
2
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The relation    should be read as \ and  have the same struc-
ture". Note that the relation states properties of the structure of the contexts
only. In particular, in the denition above A
1
and A
2
are not subject to any
restrictions. We will assume that the names of the parameterized variables de-
termine up to -equivalence the context describing their parameters. Hence,
if we talk about a variable x[] then its instances x[h
1
it
1
: : : h
n
it
n
] must
have the same number of actual parameters as there are elements in  and if
 is the context x
1
[
1
]:A
1
; : : : ; x
n
[
n
]:A
n
then 
i
 
i
.
Note also that the structural equivalence relation is a weaker notion than
-equivalence as contexts that are not -convertible can have the same struc-
ture. The need to introduce this notion arises from the possibility to do -
reductions in contexts that are explicitly recorded in terms (see the denition
of -reduction).
Example 3.1 [Well-formed pseudo-terms]

If x[y[z[p:D]:E]:F ] is a parameterized variable then the following term is
well-formed:
Y :(z[p:D]:A:B):x[hz[p:D]:Ei(Y hp:Diz[p])]

If h[p[i:A]:B; q[j:A]:B ! C]:A! C is a parameterized variable then h[hi:Ai(a
i); hj:Ai(b  j)] is a well-formed term.
Denition 3.2 [Free and bound variables] The set of the free variables FV( )
of a term or a context is dened as follows:
FV(") = ;
FV(; x[
0
]:A) = FV() [ FV(A) n dom(
0
;) [ FV(
0
) n dom()
FV(s) = ;
FV(x[h
1
iM
1
; : : : ; h
n
iM
n
]) = fxg [
[
j
(FV(M
j
) n dom(
i
) [ FV(
i
))
FV(M hiN) = FV(M) [ FV(N) n dom() [ FV()
FV(x[]:A:M) = FV(M) n fxg [ FV(A) n dom() [ FV()
FV(x[]:A:M) = FV(M) n fxg [ FV(A) n dom() [ FV()
An occurrence of a variable that is not free is bound. We assume that the
names of the bound variables are always taken to be dierent from each other
and from the names of the free variables.
This denition diers from the standard one in that it denes that the
scope of the parameters  in  ; x[]:A, x[]:A:M and x[]:A:B to be
limited to A and that actual parameters (M
i
in x[h
1
iM
1
: : : h
n
iM
n
]) and
arguments of applications (N inM hiN) are in the scope of extra parameters
(
i
and  resp.). This shows that the application and variable instances can
behave as binders.
The process of lling in a value for a parameterized variable is called in-
stantiation. As instances of variables provide actual arguments for formal
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parameters, we need to propagate the arguments in the term instantiating the
variable. This leads to the following denition:
Denition 3.3 [Instantiation] Let  be the context x
1
[
1
]:A
1
; : : : ; x
n
[
n
]:A
n
and m[] : A be a meta-variable. The instantiation of m[] by an arbitrary
term N in the term M (notation Mfm[] := Ng is dened as follows:
sfm[] := Ng = s
(m[h
1
iM
1
: : : h
n
iM
n
])fm[] := Ng = Nfx
1
[

1
] := M

1
g : : : fx
n
[

n
] :=M

n
g
(n[h
1
iM
1
; : : : ; h
k
iM
k
])fm[] := Ng = n[h

1
iM

1
; : : : ; h

k
iM

k
]
(M
1
hiM
2
)fm[] := Ng = M

1
h

iM

2
(y[]:U:M)fm[] := Ng = y[

]:U

:M

(y[]:U:B)fm[] := Ng = y[

]:U

: B

where for readability M

abbreviates Mfm[] := Ng.
Note that by the -convention on variables 
i
 
i
and this allows us to
form the instantiations fx
i
[
i

] := u
i

g
The well-foundness of instantiation is not completely self-evident, because
in the second clause of the denition we apply recursively instantiations to a
possibly `larger' term N . Note however that in that case the contexts involved
in the instantiations become strictly `smaller' (w.r.t the depth of the context,
see Denition 3.7) and that ensures the termination of the process.
Example 3.4 A few examples of instantiation:
Term Instantiation Result
h[] fh[] := tg = t
h[a] fh[x:A] := xg = a
h[t; hx:Aip(x; t)] fh[y:A; q[x:A]:P (x; y)] := q[y]g = p(t; t)
h[g; h[y:A:y; s]] fh[f :x:A:A; x:A] := fxg = g((y:A:y)s)
Remark 3.5 [Substitution is instantiation with no parameters] Note that if
 is empty in an instantiation fx[] := tg then the instantiation of x by t in
M is exactly the result of the substitution of t for the free occurrences of x in
M . For example:
(y[z:Ax]:B:x)fx := tg = y[z:At]:B:t
Example 3.6 [Variable Capture] Due to the parameters, some variables may
get 'captured'. For example in the term
(x:A:h[x])fh[x:A] := xg = x:A:x
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the variable x is captured by the binder which is in contrast to
(x:A:h[ ])fh[ ] := xg = y:A:x
where x is still free after the instantiation (Note the renaming). In both cases
we instantiate h by x but in the rst example x is bound and in the second
is free. We note that only variables that have been declared as parameters can
get captured.
The notion of depth reects the number of levels of parametrization in a
context or a parameterized variable.
Denition 3.7 [Depth] The parameter depth of x[] is by denition d(),
where the depth d() of a context  is dened as:
d(") = 0
d( ; x[]:A) = max(d( ); d() + 1)
Example: d(A:; h[x:A]A ! A) = 2 and d(A:; x:A; h:y:A:Bx) = 1
Proposition 3.8
(i) If    then d() = d().
(ii) For all  we have   fx[] := Ng.
Lemma 3.9 If    and dom() = dom() then for all M and N
Mfx[] := Ng = Mfx[] := Ng
Proof. The proof proceeds by induction on the depth of  and a nested
induction on the structure of M . 2
3.2 -reduction and conuence
Normally -reduction is dened in terms of the capture-avoiding meta-substitution:
(x:A:M)t !

M [t=x]
We extend this denition to our pseudo-terms as follows:
(x[]:A:M) hit !

Mfx[] := tg if   
Note that on unparameterized terms the two reduction relations coincide.
The side condition    is needed, because we need to know that the two
contexts have the same structure in order for the instantiation fx[] := tg to
be well-dened.
To establish the conuence property we follow the modular conuence
proof of Takahashi [17]. Denition 3.10 introduces the notions of parallel
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reduction M ) N and complete development #(M) and Lemma 3.11 states
the relevant properties:
Denition 3.10 [Parallel reductionM ) N and complete development #(M)]
M )M

i
) 
0
i
t
i
) t
0
i
x[h
1
it
1
: : : h
n
it
n
] ) x[h
0
1
it
0
1
: : : h
0
n
it
0
n
]
 ) 
0
A) A
0
M )M
0
x[]:A:M ) x[
0
]:A
0
:M
0
 ) 
0
A) A
0
B ) B
0
x[]:A:B ) x[
0
]:A
0
:B
0
M )M
0
N ) N
0
 ) 
0
M hiN )M
0
h
0
iN
0
M )M
0
N ) N
0
 ) 
0
  
(x[]:A]:M) hiN )M
0
fx[
0
] := N
0
g
#(s) = s
#(x[h
1
it
1
: : : h
n
it
n
]) = x[h#(
1
)i#(t
1
) : : : h#(
n
)i#(t
n
)]
#(x[]:A:M) = x[#()]:#(A):#(M)
#(x[]:A:B) = x[#()]:#(A):#(B)
#((x[]:A:M) hiN) = #(M)fx[#()] := #(N)g
#(M hiN) = #(M) h#()i#(N) (M not an abstraction)
Lemma 3.11 (Properties of ) and #) (i) If M
1
) M
2
and N
1
) N
2
then M
1
fx[] := N
1
g )M
2
fx[] := N
2
g
(ii) If M ) N then N ) #(M).
(iii) If M ) N then M !

N .
(iv) If M !

N then M ) N .
From (2) it follows easily that) has the diamond property (i.e. ifM ) P
and M ) Q then there is a term N such that P ) N and Q ) N). Then,
given M , P and Q such that M !

P and M !

Q, we have M )

P and
M )

Q using (4). But then iterating the diamond property for ) we get a
term N such that P )

N and Q)

N . But then from (3) we have P !

N
and Q!

N using the transitivity of !

.
This concludes the proof that -reduction is conuent.
3.3 Typing system
The derivation rules of a typing system give an inductive denition of the
typing relation that assigns types to terms in a given context that species
the types of the free variables. The standard derivation rules for PTSs (see
e.g. [1,6]) are parameterized by three sets hS;A;Ri and the dierent PTSs
can be obtained by giving particular values to the three parameters. S is the
set of sorts, A is a subset of S S and its elements are called axioms. The set
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R is a subset of SSS and its elements are used to restrict the -formation
rule.
For the purposes of typing terms with parameterized variables we introduce
one extra set P that would be a subset of S S and it will be used to denote
the dependencies between the type of a parameter of a variable and the type
of the variable itself. Hence a PTS with parametric variables will be given by
a parametric specication that is a 4 tuple S = hS;A;R;Pi.
Notation 3.12

The notion of convertibility between two contexts (notation
 
1
=

 
2
) is dened inductively as follows:
 " =

"
 if  
1
=

 
2
, 
1
=


2
and A
1
=

A
2
then  
1
; x[
1
]:A
1
=

 
2
; x[
2
]:A
2

We will write x[
~

~
t] for x[h
1
it
1
: : : h
n
it
n
].

Let  = x
1
[
1
]:A
1
; : : : ; x
n
[
n
]:A
n
and
~
t = ht
1
; : : : ; t
n
i. We will write   `
~

~
t: for the conjunction of the judgments  ;
k
` t
k
:Æ
k 1
A
k
with k 2
[1 : : : n] where Æ
0
= id, Æ
k+1
= Æ
k
Æ fx
k+1
[
k+1
] := t
k+1
g and 
k
=

Æ
k 1

k
.

By f :=
~

~
tg we will denote Æ
n
from above and 
ji
will denote the context
x
1
[
1
]:A
1
; : : : ; x
i 1
[
i 1
]:A
i 1
;
i
Below we give the derivation rules for a PTS with hereditarily parameter-
ized variables. As usual s and s
i
denote sorts from S.
Denition 3.13 [Derivation Rules]
` s
1
:s
2
(s
1
; s
2
) 2 A (axiom)
 ; ` A:s   `
~

~
t:
  ` x[h
1
it
1
: : : h
n
it
n
]:Af :=
~

~
tg
x[]:A 2   (start)
  `M :B  ; ` A:s  ;
ji
` A
i
:s
i
 ; x[]:A `M :B
(s
i
; s) 2 P (weak)
 ; ` A:s
1
 ; x[]:A ` B:s
2
  ` x[]:A:B:s
3
(s
1
; s
2
; s
3
) 2 R ()
 ; x[]:A `M :B   ` x[]:A:B:s
  ` (x[]:A:M):(x[]:A:B)
()
  `M :x[]:A:B  ; ` N :A
  `M hiN :Bfx[] := Ng
(app)
  `M :A   ` B:s
  `M :B
A =

B (conv)
We briey comment on the modications to the rules in order to explain
the intuition behind them. In the (start) rule we type the parameterized
variables introduced in the context. An instance of a variable is well-typed
if it has a correct number and type of arguments. The premise  ; ` A:s
is necessary in order to ensure that   is a valid context in cases when there
are no parameters. Each actual parameter t
i
can be given a context 
i
that
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locally introduces variables that can be used in t
i
. The context 
i
is required
to be -convertible, but not necessarily equal to Æ
i 1

i
because for the Subject
Reduction property we should be able to type instances in which -reductions
have been executed in 
i
.
Using the weakening rule (weak) we can add variables to a context. Note
that the parameters of the variable can be used in its type. Very much like in
the C
p
D
p
PTSs [3], by a suitable choice of P the condition (s
i
; s) 2 P is used
to restrict the possible parameters that a variable of a given sort can take.
As usual, the -formation rule is restricted by R. The new moment is that
the bound variable may have parameters. Again, the parameters in  can be
used in A (but not in B, see Denition 3.2).
The () rule abstracts parameterized variables. If we want to apply such an
abstraction to an argument, the argument should be typed in a context that is
extended with the parameters. This is done by the (app) rule. Note how the
application hi introduces the parameters in the context of the argument.
We now proceed by establishing the important meta-properties of the sys-
tem.
Lemma 3.14 (Generation Lemma) Let S = hS;A;R;Pi be a paramet-
ric specication. Then
(i) If   ` s:D then there is s
0
2 S such that D =

s
0
and (s; s
0
) 2 A;
(ii) If   ` x[
~

~
t]:D then   =  
1
; x[]:A; 
2
and there is an s such that  
1
; `
A:s,   `
~

~
t: and D =

Af :=
~

~
tg
(iii) If   ` (x[]:A:B):D then there are sorts (s
1
; s
2
; s
3
) 2 R such that
 ; ` A:s
1
and  ; x[]:A ` B:s
2
and D =

s
3
.
(iv) If   ` (x[]:A:M):D then there are s and B such that   ` x[]:A:B:s,
 ; x[]:A `M :B and x[]:A:B =

D
(v) If   `M hiN :D then there are A and B such that   `M :x[]:A:B,
 ; ` N :B and D =

Bfx[] := Ng.
(vi) if  ; x[]:A; 
0
` M :D then there are s and s
i
such that  ; ` A:s and
 ;
ji
` A
i
:s
i
, (s
i
; s) 2 P
Proof. We proceed by induction on the generation of the typing relation `.
Consider the possible cases for the last rule of a derivation assuming the lemma
holds for its subderivations. We treat here only some of the cases:
(start) This means that D  Afx[] :=
~

~
tg and
 ; ` A:s   `
~

~
t:
  ` x[
~

~
t]:Af :=
~

~
tg
x[]:A 2  
From the condition x[]:A 2   we have   =  
1
; x[]:A; 
2
and using (6)
from the induction hypothesis we have  
1
; ` A:s.
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(weak) Then the last rule looks like this:
  `M :D  ; ` A:s  ;
ji
` A
i
:s
i
 ; x[]:A `M :D
(s
i
; s) 2 P
Considering the outermost constructor of M we distinguish ve cases and
apply the induction hypothesis for   `M :D. In this way we prove that the
conditions (1) { (5) hold. For (6) we need to use the induction hypothesis
and the premises of the rule.
() This means that D  x[]:A:B and
 ; x[]:A `M :B   ` x[]:A:B:s
  ` (x[]:A:M):(x[]:A:B)
The statement (6) follows from (6) in the induction hypothesis.
(conv) We use the fact that =

is transitive.
2
Lemma 3.15 (Weakening) If  
0
; 
1
` M :B,  
0
; ` A:s and  
0
;
ji
`
A
i
:s
i
then  
0
; x[]:A; 
1
`M :B where x is a fresh variable and (s
i
; s) 2 P.
Lemma 3.16 (Substitution Lemma) If  ; x[]:A; 
0
` M :B and  ; `
N :A then  ; 
0
fx[] := Ng `Mfx[] := Ng:Bfx[] := Ng
Proof. By induction on the depth of  and a nested induction on the deriva-
tion. 2
Lemma 3.17 (Correctness of types) If   ` M :A then either A =

s or
  ` A:s for some s.
Proof. By induction on the derivation of   `M :A using Substitution Lemma
and Generation Lemma. We treat here only the case of the (app) rule.
By Generation from   `M :x[]:A:B we get  ; x[]:A ` B:s for some s.
Hence by Substitution   ` Bfx[] := Ng:s. 2
Lemma 3.18 (Subject Reduction) Let   `M :A. Then
(i) If M !

N then   ` N :A
(ii) If  !

 then  `M :A
Proof. We will prove the two statements simultaneously by induction on the
derivation of   `M :A.

The last rule is (start)
(i) ThenM = x[
~

~
t]. If the redex is in
~
t we apply the induction hypothesis on
the respective component  ;
k
` t
k
:Æ
k 1
A
k
. If the redex is in 
k
we use
the induction hypothesis for (2) to get  ;
0
k
` t
k
:Æ
k 1
A
k
. Since 
k
!


0
k
and 
k
=

Æ
k 1

k
we can apply the (start) rule.

The last rule is (weak)
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2. Then   =  
0
; x[]:A and the redex can be in  
0
,  or A. In the rst case
we simply use the induction hypothesis and apply the (weak) rule to the
result. If  !


0
, then by induction  ;
0
` A:s and we can apply the
rule again. If A !

A
0
, then  ; ` A:s and from the hypothesis for (1)
we have  ; ` A
0
:s.

The last rule is (app) Let
  ` P :x[]:A:B  ; ` Q:A
  ` P hiQ:Bfx[] := Qg
(i) If the redex being contracted is in P ,  orQ, then we can simply apply the
induction hypothesis. If the redex is P hiQ itself then P = y[]:C:R,
reduces to Rfy[] := Qg. Since   ` y[]:C:R:x[]:A:B is derivable,
then we go up this derivation until the node in which the  was introduced:
 
0
; y[]:C ` R:D  
0
` y[]:C:D:s
 
0
` (y[]:C:R):y[]:C:D
where  
0
is an initial segment of   and B is convertible to D. Using weak-
ening we get  ; y[]:C ` R:D and by Substitution we get   ` Rfx[] :=
Qg:Dfx[] := Qg which (if necessary using the conversion rule) yields
  ` Rfx[] := Qg:Bfx[] := Qg
2
Denition 3.19 [Functional specication]A specication S = hS;A;R;Pi
is called functional if:

for all sorts s
1
; s
2
, s
0
and s
00
if (s
1
; s
2
; s
0
) 2 R and (s
1
; s
2
; s
00
) 2 R then
s
0
= s
00
;

for all sorts s
1
, s
0
and s
00
if (s
1
; s
0
) 2 A and (s
1
; s
00
) 2 A then s
0
= s
00
.
Lemma 3.20 (Uniqueness of types) If S is functional,   ` M :A and
  `M :B then A =

B.
Proof. By induction on M using Generation. The functionality condition is
used when proving the uniqueness of the types of -terms and sorts. 2
Denition 3.21 [Quasi-Completion] Let S = hS;A;Ri and S
0
= hS
0
;A
0
;R
0
;P
0
i.
S is a quasi-completion of S
0
if the following hold:

S
0
 S, A
0
 A and R
0
 R;

For each s
1
; s
2
2 S
0
there is an s
3
2 S such that (s
1
; s
2
; s
3
) 2 S;
Theorem 3.22 (Strong Normalization) Let S
0
= hS
0
;A
0
;R
0
i be a quasi-
completion of S
P
= hS;A;R;Pi. Then S
P
is strongly normalizing if S
0
is strongly normalizing.
Proof. We dene by induction a reduction- and typing- preserving map j   j
from S
P
into S
0
. Then an assumption that S
P
has an innite reduction
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path induces innite reduction path in S
0
through the map.
jsj = s
jx[
~

~
t]j = xj


1
; t
1
j : : : j


1
; t
1
j
jx[]:A:M j = x:j

;Aj:jM j
jx[]:A:M j = x:j

;Aj:jM j
jP hiQj = jP jj

;Qj
j"j = "
j ; x[]:Aj = j j; x:j

;Aj
j

 ; x[]:A;M j = j

 ;x:j

;Aj:M j
j

";M j = M
Then we have
(i) If   `
S
P
M :A then j j `
S
0
jM j:jAj;
(ii) If M !

N then jM j !
+

jN j.
For (1), since S
0
is a completion of S
P
, we can form the types generated
by j

 ; j and those types can be used to type the terms generated by j

 ; j.
The typability of the rest of the terms is not problematic. As for (2), from
the denition of j   j it is clear that a redex is mapped into a redex. However,
each occurrence of a paramaterized variable after propagating the instantiation
generates as many redexes as the number of its paramaters. After we reduce
those, we are done. 2
Corollary 3.23 The systems of the -cube extended with hereditary parame-
ters are strongly normalizing.
Proof. The Extended Calculus of Constructions (ECC) of Luo [9] is a quasi-
completion of all the systems of the -cube with hereditarily parameterized
variables. Since ECC is strongly normalizing, by Theorem 3.22 each of the
systems of the cube is strongly normalizing. 2
4 Future Work
After obtaining a calculus that can express both open terms and the basic
operations on them explicitly we intend to investigate the possibilities of ex-
tending it with operations that could make it applicable for modelling real
tactics, not only tactic instances. To do that we need to internalize other es-
sential operations like unication and recursion. Ultimately we would like to
be able to have tactic terms like the one below that represents the propsitional
tactic Apply:
Apply[';  : Prop; thm :  ] : ' :=
('   ):thm j
?A;B : Prop:(  A! B):?m : A:Apply[';B; (thm m)]
When given two propositions ' and  and a proof of  this tactic tries to
unify ' and  and if this is successful it returns a proof of  that in this case
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is also a proof of '. If the unication fails, it checks whether  is an arrow
type by trying to unify it with A ! B where A and B are meta-variables
freshly introduced by the binder ?A;B : Prop. If this is the case, the tactic
makes a recursive call by eliminating the argument A with a freshly introduced
meta-variable m.
Designing a calculus capable of representing tactics like Apply is a major
challenge, but we hope that the present paper is the right rst step towards
this goal.
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